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Abstract

This is the first work to look at the application of large language models (LLMs)
for the purpose of model space edits in automated planning tasks. To set the stage
for this sangam, we explore two different flavors of model space problems that
have been studied in the AI planning literature and explore the effect of an LLM on
those tasks. We empirically demonstrate how the performance of an LLM contrasts
with combinatorial search (CS) – an approach that has been traditionally used to
solve model space tasks in planning, both with the LLM in the role of a standalone
model space reasoner as well as in the role of a statistical signal in concert with
the CS approach as part of a two-stage process. Our experiments show promising
results suggesting further forays of LLMs into the exciting world of model space
reasoning for planning tasks in the future.

1 Introduction

AI planning or automated planning (used interchangeably) is the task of synthesizing the goal-directed
behavior of autonomous agents. Traditionally, the AI planning community has looked at the classical
planning problem as one of generating a plan given a model of the world [26]. Here, “model” or
a “planning problem” refers to a collection of constraints describing the current state of the world
(initial state), the actions available to the agent along with the conditions under which the agent can
do those actions and the effect of doing those actions on the environment, and a target (goal) state for
the agent to achieve. The plan is a sequence of actions that the agent can use to transform the current
state to the desired goal state.

Typically, these models are represented using the planning domain definition language or PDDL
[29, 44] – we will use the same in this paper. All the information to derive this solution (plan) is
contained in the input model which remains static during the planning task. But what if the model
itself needs to be changed?

This may be because it is incorrect, or incomplete, or even unsolvable. It may be because it needs
to be changed to support some new behaviors. It may also be because the model is being used
to describe a world that itself needs to change through the actions of an agent. In practice, the
deployment of systems that can plan involves a whole gamut of challenges in authoring, maintaining,
and meta-reasoning about models of planning tasks.
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(a) Unsolvability. (b) Explanations (c) Domain Authoring

Figure 1: A conceptual illustration of model space problems in AI planning. Instead of the classical
planning task of computing a plan given a model, a model space task starts with a starting model M
and a target criterion to satisfy, and the solution is a new model M1 where that criterion is satisfied.
That criterion in Figure 1a is that the initially unsolvable model becomes solvable (or an initially
invalid plan in M becomes valid in the new model M1). In Figure 1b, on the other hand, the starting
model is the mental model of the user that needs to be updated and the target is a new model that
can explain a given plan (or refute a given foil). In domain authoring situations, such model updates
happen with the domain writer in the loop, and the starting model is the model under construction
(Figure 1c). In all these cases, there are many non-unique model edits M1∆M that can satisfy the
required criterion. In this paper, we explore if LLMs can produce more likely edits in real-worldly
domains.

1.1 Model Space Problems in AI Planning

We begin by enumerating different flavors of model space reasoning tasks explored in the AI planning
literature. All of them involve a starting model which has something wrong with it and the solution is
a new model where the problem has been resolved or the required criterion has been met.

Unsolvability

Perhaps the most difficult of model space problems, especially with humans in the loop, is that of
unsolvability. This is because when a model is unsolvable, there is no artifact (such as an outputted
plan) to look at for debugging purposes. While there have been a lot of efforts, including an ongoing
competition [49], to detect unsolvability of planning tasks up-front to speed up calls to a planning
module [5, 47], and attempts to compute or even learn heuristics [31, 64, 65] and produce certificates
[21, 22, 20] for unsolvable tasks, to make this process as efficient as possible, these do not help to fix
the issues with the model that make it unsolvable in the first place.

One of the seminal works in this category [27] framed the problem as “excuse generation” where the
authors envisaged a reformulation of the input planning task where if only (i.e. an excuse) certain
things about the current state were changed then it would become solvable. In addition to initial state
changes, this idea was later extended [30] to cover other parts of the model and framed as a more
general “planning task revision” problem.

While these works do not particularly consider a human in the loop, authors in [62, 60] have looked
at the problem of explaining unsolvability of planning tasks to users explicitly as a model evolution
problem, using techniques like domain abstractions (simplifications) to adjust to users with different
levels of expertise. Later efforts [34] have borrowed from these concepts and tried to operationalize
them for developers.

Executability

While unsolvable models produce no plans, incorrect or incomplete models produce wrong plans.
Conversely, a desired plan may not be among the best (or even valid) plans in a given model. This
class of model evolution problems [61, 62, 60] closely mimics the unsolvability problem but with
an additional input – a plan – that must be made valid in the target model. Interestingly, since the
given plan is not valid in the basis model, the basis model together with the plan (i.e. a compiled
model where both are enforced) gets us back to the unsolvability situation above. We will use this
approach when we deal with this class of problems later in this paper but, to be clear, we do treat it as
a separate class of model space problems to study since the input involves a plan that a competent
solver must be able to reason about.
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Explanations

The above problems deal with one model in isolation. However, when working with humans in the
loop, AI systems are often required to provide explanations of their behavior. Planning systems are
no different [16, 24, 14]. The model evolution problem here involves reasoning explicitly with the
model of the (system) explainer as the basis model and the mental model of the human (explainee) as
the target model. This task can be formulated as one of “model reconciliation” [13] – an explanation
is the model update that justifies a particular plan i.e. if both models justify a plan then there is no
need for explanations. There is an overlap here with the previous tasks in terms of what kind of
justifications a user is looking for: it might be a justification for a plan that the system produced and
is invalid in the user model, and we end up in the unsolvability scenario again. In the worst case, the
system may have to refute all possible alternatives (called “foils” [45]) and establish the optimality of
a plan [13].

Interestingly, one can remove [12] the basis model in the model reconciliation formulation and
produce false explanations or “lies”. While this makes for a computationally harder open-ended
search in the space of probable models, authors in [12] envisaged that algorithms which have looked
at linguistic patterns for model evolution [54, 53] can assist in finding more probable models. This,
of course, raises several ethical questions [11], especially now that LLMs can provide a stronger
linguistic signal. We do not study this task here for two reasons: 1) Technically, this is not a
separate class of a model reasoning problem since this ability is contained in the model reconciliation
formulation; and 2) There seems to be little reason for building systems that can lie more effectively.

Domain Authoring and Design

While model evolution, in isolation, is useful for any autonomous system in a non-stationary domain,
and explanations are a desired tool for any user-facing tool, a unique task in the context of planning
systems we want to give a shout-out to is that of domain acquisition. Planning requires models and a
significant portion of those models are acquired from domain experts. The knowledge acquisition
literature in automated planning has studied this domain for decades [69] and the difficulty of
acquiring domains remain a bottleneck in the adoption of planning technologies.

One subclass of domain authoring problems is design – here, the task is not to author a new domain
but to evolve an existing one to optimize certain criteria like making the task of recognizing the
goals of agents in the environment easier [35, 46, 71] or making the behavior of agents easier to
interpret [36, 37]. Here as well, search techniques reveal multiple possible design options that
can be enforced on a domain to achieve the desired effect. Issues of explanations, unsolvability,
and executability manifest themselves in domain authoring and design tasks, with an additional
component of interaction design with the domain author in the loop. Authors in [62] demonstrate this
in a large-scale industrial domain on authoring models for goal-oriented conversational agents [50].
The role of an AI assist in authoring problems is especially critical in what we call “real worldly
domains”.

1.2 Real Worldly Domains and Likelihood of Models

All the model space problems we talked about so far are usually solved by some compilation to a
combinatorial search process [27, 13, 61] which terminates after a set of model edits satisfy the desired
properties in the modified model. It is usually the case that this yields many non-unique solutions –
e.g. there may be many explanations for the same plan, many ways to change an unsolvable problem
into a solvable one, or many ways to fix a model in order to support an invalid plan. From the
perspective of a combinatorial search process, all these are logically equivalent and hence equally
likely. In fact, in preliminary studies [72], it has already been demonstrated how users perceive
logically equivalent explanations generated through a model reconciliation process, differently.

Large-scale statistical models such as LLMs, on the other hand, carry a lot of domain knowledge
on things we do in our everyday lives i.e. our worldly matters. For want of a better term1, we call
these real worldly domains. Broadly speaking, these include all manner of human enterprise – and

1While looking for a term to describe the domains describing our worldly matters, we overlooked two in
particular. In scientific literature, the term “real-world domains” is often used to establish something that is real
but does come with an unnecessary connotation or snark of not being something of mere academic interest aka
a “toy domain”. Furthermore, a so-called “real world” domain includes Mars rovers and unmanned vehicles,
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Figure 2: A DBN representing the random variables and their relations that are relevant to the problem
at hand. The blue lines capture the diachronic, i.e., over time, relationships, and the maroon lines
capture the synchronic ones.

consequently (planning) models describing them wherever relevant (sequential decision-making
tasks) – that are described on the public internet (and not the domain describing the inner workings
of a Mars rover per se). Existing works leveraging LLMs for planning have already shown promising
results in the classical planning task in real worldly tasks in the home and kitchen [1, 33], and in
specialized but common tasks such as service composition [38, 43]. Can LLMs do the same for
model space reasoning for planning tasks? Can LLMs give statistical insight into what model edits
are more likely when CS says they are equivalent? Can LLMs even bypass the CS process, as it can
in certain circumstances for the classical planning task (Appendix Section B), and do it all by itself??
These are the questions we ponder in this work.

Contributions

This is the first attempt at exploring the role of LLMs on model space search. To this end, we
analyze the role of an LLM for generating more likely model edits either in relation to CS as a direct
replacement for the model space reasoning task or in its role in an augmented approach with CS. The
answers to these questions have major implications beyond just an academic interest in finding out
the impact of LLMs on model space tasks in planning. Unlike carefully crafted planning domains
used as benchmarks, such as the ones used in the International Planning Competition (IPC) [48],
the deployment of planning models in real worldly domains has touchpoints with all the problems
described above – explainability of outputs and failure modes, investigation of unsolvability and
executability in potentially faulty models, model authoring and maintenance over time, etc. – often
with the domain author in the loop [63, 62]. These models are often not written by hand but generated
on the fly at runtime from input data, either through code or using knowledge compilers like [25]. An
insight into the likelihood of models can empower the domain author to create and debug models
with greater ease [62, 34], as well as allow automated model adaptation in fully autonomous systems
in nonstationary environments [7] or in constrained creative tasks like story-telling [59, 53, 55] that
have previously relied on using limited linguistic cues like antonyms and synonyms [54] for domain
evolution.

2 Formal Interpretation of Model Likelihood

In this section, we aim to provide a uniform probabilistic interpretation for the types of queries we
employ in this problem. Figure 2 presents a simplified dynamic Bayes network that encapsulates the
scenario. This could be utilized to better comprehend and formalize the nature of the probabilities we
intend to capture. Starting with the random variables, M1/2 and W1/2, these correspond to the model
descriptions and the information about the true task/world at a given time step. The random variable
Πi captures the policy that determines what action will be applied at a given step, which can alter the
world and the model description. U1 determines the use case (this roughly maps to the type of model
space search problem being solved). The action combined with the use case, allows us to capture
both scenarios where the focus is on updating the model description to better reflect the task (for
example, domain authoring settings where the author may have misspecified something), and cases
where the change also involves updating the underlying task and reflecting that change into the model

which are by no means part of our worldly matters. On the other hand, “common sense” tasks are widely used to
characterize things that come naturally to humans but our worldly matters can involve much more complexity
than common sense tasks – e.g. a service composition task – and we do hope to find the knowledge of those
activities in the statistical signal from large-scale language models. We avoid both terms for these reasons but
better suggestions are welcome.
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description (for example, cases where the true task is unsolvable). Please note that for explanation
tasks, we expect M1/2 to capture both the human knowledge about the task and the agent’s model.

In the first time slice, we see that the actions that perform the update depend on the current model
description, the task/world, and the use case. Naturally, this is a simplification of the true setting,
but for the purpose of understanding the problem, this model serves as a useful abstraction. The
most crucial term we are interested in measuring in this paper is the probability of an updated model
description, given the prior model description and the use case:

P (M2 = M2 | M1 = M1,U1 = U). (1)

We will examine cases where the information about M1 and U1 are included as part of the prompt,
and we expect the LLM to approximate the above probability expression.

Note that this presupposes multiple capabilities of the LLM. For one, it assumes that the LLM can
capture prior probabilities of possible world states. Next, it assumes that it can capture the likelihood
of a specific action being performed for a given use case, state, and model description. Finally, it
assumes that the LLM can discern how this action affects the next state and the model description.
Furthermore, even if the LLM is capable of capturing this information separately, it may not correctly
estimate the above probability expression. We hope to find a model such that:

M = argmax
M′∈M

P (M2 = M
′
| M1 = M1,U1 = U), (2)

where M is the set of all possible model descriptions.

3 LLMs ft. Model Space Exploration

In each of the model space search cases discussed before, we would ideally like to identify some
model that satisfies Equation 2. However, to understand the current efforts in the model-space search,
it might be useful to further decompose the metric into two components:

• Objective Metric This is the traditional metric that is being optimized by the various CS
methods studied previously. In the cases we are focusing on, this is mostly a binary metric
such as the solvability of a problem or the executability of the given plan. We will say a
solution/model is sound if it satisfies the objective metric.

• Likelihood of the Updated Model This is the specific aspect that is currently being
overlooked by existing methods. This metric corresponds to the likelihood that the updated
model generated through search corresponds to a desired target model. Equation 1 provides
a formalization of this probability. The likelihood of different sound models would vary
based on the use case and the context.

Our goal now is to find an updated model that meets the objective metric while maximizing its
likelihood. As discussed, we will use pre-trained LLMs as the source for the information about the
latter measure. One can envision four different configurations to achieve this goal:

LLM-only Configuration

In this mode, we provide the entire problem to LLM. The prompt is included with enough context that
the system is aware of the criteria against which the likelihood of the models need to be measured.
The LLM is asked to produce an updated model that is the most likely sound model. This corresponds
to asking LLM to directly approximate Equation 2.

LLM as a Post Processor

In this mode, we use CS to generate a set of potential candidate solutions that are guaranteed to be
sound. The LLM is then asked to select the model that is most likely. The prompt would again be
designed to include the context necessary to determine what constitutes a target model. In this case,
we are effectively trying to approximate the following problem:

M = argmax
M′∈M̂

P (M2 = M
′
|

M1 = M1,U1 = U), (3)
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where M̂ ⊆ M, such that every model in M̂ meets the formal requirements to satisfy the use case U .

Since enumerating all solutions is too expensive, we used an exhaustive search that caches solutions
until a search budget of 5,000 (10,000) node expansions for unsolvability (inexecutability) and a
2-hour limit was met per problem instance. This makes the solution incomplete.

LLM as a Pre-Processor

In this mode, we ask the LLM to provide a ranked order of likely model edits without considering the
objective metric. The ordering can then be used by CS to compute the most likely model that would
satisfy or maximize the objective metric. This approach is still guaranteed to be sound, as the CS
would only return a solution if the selected model updates result in a model that meets the objective
metric. In this case, we are trying to approximate the following problem:

M = argmax
M′∈M̂, M′ is sound

V (M
′
), (4)

where the utility/value function V (M′
) is calculated from the LLMs approximation of the model

likelihood. Specifically, we will have V (M′
) ∝ P (M2 = M′ | M1 = M1,U1 = U) if you are

trying to order based on both objective metric and the likelihood of a model description, else you will
have V (M′

) ∝ P (M2 = M′ | M1 = M1).

For the purposes of our implementation, we converted all the ordered edits proposed by the LLM
into a set of actions that the CS can perform with different costs. In particular, we chose the cost of
actions in such a way that, for an ordered sequence of l edits, the total cost of including the first i
edits is always less than the cost of including the i+ 1th edit. Since the LLM cannot rank all possible
edits (capped at 20 for the experiments), there is a possibility that the CS search will not be able to
find a valid solution, which makes this approach incomplete in practice as well.

LLM for Search Guidance

This mode is particularly relevant if heuristic search is used. The search algorithm could leverage
LLMs to obtain search guidance in the form of heuristic value. As with the previous mode, we can
use LLM for getting information about both metrics and we can still guarantee correctness. The
formal problem being approximated here again corresponds to the one listed in Equation 4 and the
value function considered will also have similar considerations. This process requires calls to an
LLM within the process of search and is known to be [23] computationally excessively prohibitive.
Hence, we do not consider this configuration in our study.

In this paper, we focus primarily on evaluating two basic model space search problems, namely,
addressing unsolvability and plan executability. The nature of the likelihood of the model could
depend on the underlying use case in question. One can broadly identify two classes of problems,
namely model misspecification and updating the environment. In the former case, the current model is
misspecified and the model search is being employed to identify the true unknown underlying model.
In the latter case, the current model is an exact representation of the true environment, however
the model and by extension the environment doesn’t meet some desired properties. The goal here
becomes to then identify the set of changes that can be made to the environment such that it meets the
desired property. One could equivalently think of this being a case where there are actions missing
from the model that correspond to these possible changes. While both of these use cases have been
considered in the literature, for simplicity the evaluation in the paper will primarily focus on the latter
one. All prompts considered in the paper were written with the latter use case in mind.

4 Empirical Results

For evaluating the three approaches, we designed four novel domains so that a certain set of changes
would be clearly recognized as more reasonable, i.e. more likely to be realized in the real world. We
additionally assume that all changes that belong to this set (henceforth referred to as “reasonable
changes”), will result in models with the same likelihood.
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Travel Domain

Here an agent travels from a given city to another, using either a taxi or bus to travel between cities.
We additionally encode which cities neighbor each other, and the initial problem only includes bus
or taxi services between neighboring cities. Reasonable changes are limited to starting taxi or bus
services between neighboring cities only.

Roomba

In this domain, the agent needs to clean a specified room, which requires it to travel to the target
room while traversing the intermediate rooms through connecting doors. The overall floor plan is laid
out using neighboring predicates and the expectation is there can only be doors between neighboring
rooms. Changes are reasonable if it only involves whether a door is locked or unlocked (as opposed
to connecting new rooms requiring removal of walls per se).

Barman-simple

This is a modified version of the IPC barman domain [9]. Here, the agent is expected to prepare a set
of drinks, given a set of containers and ingredients. While only considering a subset of actions from
the original domain, we introduce a new predicate that indicates whether a container is clean, which
is a precondition for using the container for a drink. We consider solutions to be reasonable if they
only involve marking containers as clean (as opposed to adding prepared drinks).

Logistics-simple

Finally, we consider a simplified version of the logistics problem where a package is transported from
one collection station to a target station. Each station contains a truck that can move the package to
a neighboring station. We add a new precondition that ensures that only trucks that are marked as
being ready for transportation can be used to move packages. We limit reasonable changes to ones
that mark trucks as being ready for transportation.

4.1 Experimental Setup

In each domain, we create a set of solvable problems of varying sizes. We then made it unsolvable by
deleting a set of initial state predicates that correspond to reasonable changes. The number of such
modifications ranges from 1 to 4. This means, by design, there exists a set of reasonable changes that
can make the problem solvable. For the plan executability case, we chose one of the plans generated
from the original solvable plan as the target plan to be made solvable. All model updates were limited
to initial state changes only.

Phrasing of the prompts

Our objective is to determine whether a model space solution is reasonable in the sense of the
likelihood of being realized in the real world. We captured this in the prompts by asking the LLM to
generate or select the most reasonable set of model edits. We also tested with a more verbose prompt
that explicitly mentions the ease of realizing the changes, more on this in Section 4.3.

Hypotheses

We focus on the following hypotheses, for both the unsolvability and executability settings:

Unsolvability LLM-Only LLM as Post Processor LLM as Pre Processor
Domains GPT-3.5-turbo GPT-4 GPT-3.5-turbo GPT-4 GPT-3.5-turbo GPT-4

Sound Preferred Sound Preferred Solutions Preferred Solutions Preferred Ratio Preferred Ratio Preferred
Travel 97/245 7/97 164/245 66/164 245/245 24/245 245/245 63/245 129/245 1/129 160/245 27/160
Roomba 0/20 0/0 36/100 7/36 20/20 2/20 71/100 9/71 0/20 0/0 18/100 4/18
Logistics 61/69 0/61 65/69 1/65 69/69 10/69 69/69 0/69 56/69 0/56 65/69 4/65
Barman-S 43/61 2/43 57/61 34/57 34/61 3/34 34/61 4/34 28/61 28/28 17/61 16/17
Logistics-S 89/89 0/75 77/89 28/77 45/89 3/45 45/89 5/45 24/89 0/24 10/89 5/10
Overall 276/484 9/276 399/564 136/399 194/484 39/194 198/564 78/198 237/484 29/237 270/564 56/270

Table 1: Results from the LLM-only, LLM as post-processor, and LLM as pre-processor settings for
each unsolvability domain.
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Executability LLM-Only LLM as Post Processor LLM as Pre Processor
Domains GPT-3.5-turbo GPT-4 GPT-3.5-turbo GPT-4 GPT-3.5-turbo GPT-4

Sound Preferred Sound Preferred Solutions Preferred Solutions Preferred Ratio Preferred Ratio Preferred
Travel 80/245 33/80 225/245 130/225 89/245 38/89 89/245 57/89 31/245 31/31 207/245 207/207
Roomba 0/20 0/0 57/99 31/57 12/20 12/12 16/99 12/16 0/20 0/0 67/99 11/67
Logistics 16/69 0/16 66/69 11/66 51/69 5/51 51/69 22/51 13/69 2/13 13/69 20/57
Barman-S 57/61 14/57 56/61 15/56 34/61 8/34 34/61 13/34 29/61 29/29 29/61 26/26
Logistics-S 21/89 6/21 89/89 77/89 68/89 23/68 68/89 60/68 0/89 0/0 0/89 14/18
Overall 174/484 53/174 493/563 264/493 170/484 32/170 170/563 110/170 73/484 62/73 375/563 278/375

Table 2: Results from the LLM-only, LLM as post-processor, and LLM as pre-processor settings for
each executability domain.

(a) Unsolvability: Soundness vs. Edit
size (b) Unsolvability: Soundness vs. Plan size

(c) Executability: Soundness vs. Edit size (d) Executability: Soundness vs. Plan size

Figure 3: Soundness of solutions from the LLM-only (GPT-4) approach against edit and plan sizes for
unsolvability and executability settings in 564 problems across all 5 domains. Each bar represents one
problem instance: a bar height of 1 indicates a sound solution, -1 otherwise. A higher concentration
of negative bars will indicate deterioration in performance.

H1 LLM can identify sound model updates.
H2 LLM can identify reasonable model updates.
H3 The ability to find sounds model updates improves with the capability of the LLM.
H4 The ability to find reasonable model updates improves with the capability of the LLM.
H5 The ability to produce sound, and hence reasonable solutions as a fraction of it, will be

significantly outperformed by the two CS+LLM approaches.
H6 LLMs will provide a stronger signal, i.e. a higher fraction of sound and reasonable solutions,

in public domains an LLM is likely to have seen already.
H7 The performance of an LLM will deteriorate with the complexity of the model space

reasoning task.

Measurements

We use the OpenAI API [51] for our LLM-only approach. H1 and H2 are measured directly against
the ground truth, as per the problem-generation process explained at the start of Section 4.1. For H3
and H4, we compare H1 and H2 from GPT-3.5-turbo to GPT-4. For H5, we measure H1 and H2
relative to the two CS integrations with the LLM as a pre-processor and LLM as a post-processor.
For H6, we compare H1-H4 in two ways: 1) the performance in two public domains Barman and
Logistics, as compared to the two novel domains Travel and Roomba; and 2) the relative performance
between Logistics and Logistics-simple, the latter being a modified version of the former. Finally, for
H7, we measure how H1 and H2 fares with two measures of complexity: 1) the number of model
edits required to arrive at a solution; and 2) the length of the plan underlying a model space reasoning
task. For unsolvability, this is known when a planning task is made unsolvable as per the problem
generation process, while for executability, the plan is part of the input to the reasoning task.

4.2 Results

Tables 1 and 2 presents the outcomes for unsolvability and inexecutability setting respectively. Since
both display identical trends for H1-H7, we describe them together. The only difference between the
two settings is that the post-processing approach had a larger budget for expanded nodes as mentioned
in Section 3, since it rarely hit the time budget. However, this did not make much difference.

In support of H1 and H2, the LLM-only approach demonstrates surprising proficiency in suggesting
sound and reasonable solutions across various domains. In support of H3-H4, the LLM-only approach
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Executibility GPT-3.5-turbo GPT-4
Domains Sound Preferred Sound Preferred
Barman 13/33 0/13 33/33 27/33
Logistics 17/25 0/17 24/25 0/24
Overall 30/88 0/30 57/58 27/57

Table 3: The number of sound and reasonable model updates generated as a response to the more
verbose query.

sees the most pronounced improvement in identifying sound model alterations, accompanied by
a higher rate of reasonable solutions as well, as we upgrade to the latest LLM. The relative gain
between sound and reasonable solutions is slightly counter to expectations though, since an LLM is
supposed to be a stronger statistical signal on more likely updates rather than a reasoner by itself.

This surprise carries onto the comparative results with CS+LLM approaches. Contrary to H5, the
LLM-only setting outperforms both CS+LLM approaches. Note that the CS+LLM approaches are
guaranteed to be sound, so the deficit in the “solutions” column is between a sound solution versus
no solution at all (and not sound versus unsound solutions). The only way we do not get a (sound)
solution from the LLM as a Post-Processor approach is if the CS stage does not terminate within
the time or memory budget (as mentioned in Section 3). Similarly, the two ways we do not get a
solution for the LLM as a Pre-Processor approach is if the preferred set of reasonable edits from
the LLM are not sufficient for the CS to construct a solution, or as in the previous case, the search
does not terminate. While the CS+LLM approaches hit the computational curse, the LLM approach
hits the curse of limited context size. Between GPT-3.5 and GPT-4, the prompt size has grown from
4,096 to 8,192 tokens, but instances surpassing the token limit could not be processed. This makes a
significant dent in the numbers for the Roomba domain, especially for GPT-3.

The rate of sound solutions is much higher for public domains compared to the custom ones, which is
consistent with H6. However, this trend does not carry over to whether the solutions are reasonable
or not. In fact, the derived logistics domain shows much higher rate of reasonable solutions than the
public logistics domain that shadows it. So results for H6 are inconclusive, and further underline
the fickle nature of interfacing with LLMs. Relatedly, the trends with respect to the complexity of
the tasks, also defy expectations. The rate of mistakes in constructing a sound solution is spread
uniformly across the spectrum of task complexity (Figure 3).

4.3 Prompt Variations

As a way to test the effect the phrasing of our prompt had on the results, we also tried a variant of
the prompt that was more explicit in what it expected to optimize for. Specifically, for generating a
solvable problem variant we asked the system to: ‘Select the set of changes that would be the easiest
to realize in the real world’. Table 3 shows the results of running this prompt for the LLM-only
setting. The results can be compared directly to those presented in LLM-only columns of Table 1.
The results are pretty similar, with the more verbose query being slightly worse off, so we do not
explore this direction in much more detail.

5 Conclusion and Key Takeaways

This is the first paper to consider the use of LLMs for model space reasoning tasks for automated
planning. While the problem of model space search has been studied in various contexts, the question
of how to evaluate the quality of different sound model updates have mostly been left unanswered.
Domain knowledge contained within LLM provides us with a powerful option to evaluate the
likelihood of different model updates. In this paper, we exploited that power in 3 ways: first as a
standalone end-to-end approach and the others in conjunction with a sound solver. The results reveal
some intriguing trade-offs for the practitioner:

- CS approaches are limited by the complexity of search. Thus even while being theoretically
sound and complete, they produce fewer solutions and hence fewer sound solutions in
absolute numbers. This means that augmenting the LLM-only approach with a validator
[32] will produce as a whole a more effective sound and reasonable solution generator!
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- LLM approaches are limited by the size of the prompt and thus does not scale to large
domains even for computationally simpler problem instances.

- The unpredictable nature of LLMs (e.g. H6 and H7) makes interfacing to LLMs unreliable.

Despite these trade-offs, the promise of an LLM across H1-H5 is undeniable. We are excited to
explore further how this strong statistical signal influences domain authoring tasks, as mentioned in
Section 1.2, and reduces authoring overhead for planning tasks in the future.
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A Limitations

The proposed method has several limitations that need to be acknowledged. Firstly, its effectiveness
is inherently limited by the capabilities of the LLMs it uses. As of the writing of the paper, LLMs
have a number of known limitations that could prevent them from identifying the most likely models.
Some of the issues include hallucination, lack of knowledge about specialized domains, the fact that
it is an unsound reasoner, and so on (cf. [70, 6]). Secondly, it is currently hard to make the prediction
generation more specific to a task or a user. This arises from various challenges, including practical
limitations on fine-tuning the model to these specific settings or the inability to include all the relevant
information in the prompt due to limitations in prompt size and context windows.

In Section 1.1, we noted the various flavors of model space problems in AI planning. We also noted
how some of them overlap – e.g. unsolvability, executability, and explanations in domain authoring
tasks – and how some of them are contained in others as a strict subset – e.g. explanations and lies. In
evaluating the proposed method, we only focused on two prominent use cases, namely unsolvability,
and executability. Additionally, we only considered a specific type of model update namely adding
new predicates into the initial state. While theoretically, this model update can subsume any other
model change, the ability of LLMs to identify likely model updates could differ based on the type of
model updates considered.

Furthermore, the current study is limited to a set of domains where the reasonable or most likely
changes were determined by the authors. We limited testing to a few LLMs and only considered
two of the four possible configurations. It is also worth noting that effective solutions for model
space search may involve additional challenges that are not being evaluated here. For example,
domain authoring tasks also involve a human in the loop, which introduces additional dimensions of
study beyond just figuring out which model edits are more likely – such as in figuring out how to
communicate those edits effectively to the domain author. Such considerations are out of the scope of
this paper. Similarly, the bastardized explainability problem that is able to generate lies, or conversely,
a likely models approach that can actually catch those lies also have additional dimensions of interest,
such as in mental modeling and computational ethics, which is also out of the scope of this work. We
hope that this initial foray into this topic opens up future works in these directions.

In the future, we hope to address many of the limitations of the current evaluation. This includes
expanding the number of use cases studied, considering various model updates, and comparing
between all the possible configurations. We will also look at the possibility of testing these methods
in tasks, where we can correctly quantify the likelihood of these models. For unsolvability, this
might involve focusing on scenarios where the cost of various actions possible in that setting is can
be at least quantified accurately. For use cases such as domain authoring, this might correspond to
cases where the ground truth is known and as such one can correctly determine what the missing or
incorrect model components could be. We also hope to run user studies to evaluate the model updates
generated by the method.

B Model Space Problems versus Other Meta-Reasoning Tasks in AI Planning

We include here some additional pointers to relevant works that either explore the evolving role of
language models in planning or address other meta-reasoning tasks for planning.

Meta-Reasoning for Planning Tasks

Reasoning about a planning model rather than using that model as immutable input to plan with, can
be viewed as a form of meta-reasoning. Indeed, there is a long history of work on meta-reasoning
for planning tasks. However, these primarily involve a trade-off of the time taken to arrive at a
solution versus the quality of the solution. Typically, in this setting, a planner can choose to stop
looking for better solutions, and potentially settle for a suboptimal solution, if it believes that there is
(computationally) no point in carrying on. Such approaches have been used for policy optimization in
Markov Decision Processes [40], motion planning [66], planning in temporal domains [19], heuristic
search [67], and so on. However, this thread of work does not aim to change the model itself to better
suit a given criterion, and that is our aim.
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Model Space to State Space Compilations in Human-Aware Planning

One meta-reasoning task that looks to change the model is “human-aware planning” – this is explicitly
formulated as a planning task of finding a plan [10], and potentially some directive with it, given
a basis model and the mental model of the human(s) in the loop. In this paradigm, the directive
accompanying the plan may be an update to the mental model (i.e. an explanation of the plan). In
contrast to the traditional meta-reasoning approaches that trade-off computation time with solution
quality, the reasoning task in human-aware planning trades off the solution quality in the basis model
with how it will be perceived in the mental model [15].

At this point, we want to make it clear that even though, conceptually, the model space reasoning
problems described in this paper are looking for solutions (new models) in the space of models,
and classical planning tasks are looking for solutions (plans) in the space of plans, these are not
technically equivalent to plan-space and state-space search approaches used in planning [26]. Indeed,
if the reasoning task is compiled to be represented by a state-space representation, then both plans
and models can be searched for in the space of states. The approach in [61] does exactly that for the
explicability-explanations trade-off originally envisaged explicitly in model-space search in [15]. We
do the same in our compilations for unsolvability and executability for LLM as a pre-processor, while
for LLM as a Post Processor, we use the original model space search from [13].

Automated Planning ft. Neural Networks & LLMs

Finally, there is a long history of work incorporating statistical models and machine learning,
particularly deep neural networks, in planning tasks. Historically, these works have only considered
the classical planning task of computing a plan given a model. To that end, researchers have looked
at any and all aspects of the classical planning task of computing a plan given a model.

Learning heuristics

Heuristics play a key role in speeding up CS by providing goal-directed guidance – this is typically
achieved by solving a simplified version of the planning task at every search node and using infor-
mation from that solution as guidance. The better the approximation or simplification, the better
the heuristic guidance. As an alternative to the (human-made) approximation approach for devising
heuristics, given experience from previous searches, one can train a model to learn a heuristic [39].
One of the early applications attempts to learn heuristics for automated planning using deep neural
networks was in [17]. Many researchers [57, 23, 18] have since tried to replicate this idea with
varying levels of success – the computation overhead of a learned heuristic during the search process
remains an inhibiting factor.

Scaling up

Automated planning, even in its simplest form, is computationally expensive [26]. Recent work [28]
have looked at training models on simpler problems and using them to scale up to problems of higher
complexity where the learned approaches might not have all the nice guarantees of a traditional solver
but, on the other hand, can at least solve the problem with some level of quality instead of timing out.
Relatedly, learning approaches can also be used to scale up planning using model abstractions [56].

Transition functions

There have been several attempts to learn the transition function of planning tasks in the form of
PDDL directly from images [3, 2, 4] or text [41]. There is an entire world of model learning for
planning [8] using both statistical as well as non-statistical learning techniques which we do not get
into here. Model learning as a task, although involves producing a model at the end, is distinctly
different from model space reasoning tasks in that the target there is to produce a model that is
maximum likelihood given an input dataset (versus evolving a given model to meet a set of desired
properties).

End-to-end

Finally, with the increasing effectiveness of large-scale language models, researchers are actively
exploring whether a planning task can be done end-to-end using LLMs [70, 58, 52]. Some recent
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approaches have even tried to produce PDDL representations using large language models [42] –
not quite end-to-end but the final step from PDDL to plan is lossless. Perhaps one of the earliest
approaches to using language models in classical planning tasks is [68], where authors used word
embeddings to achieve a lower fidelity planning task they term “plan completion”. Follow-up works
[73] to this have also attempted to use other deep networks to this end. The task of composing
sequences, especially in the context of service composition using natural language as input, has also
received much attention [38, 43]. These are similar in fidelity to planning in real worldly domains
such as the one discussed previously in [1, 33]. While still largely underwhelming in terms of the
accuracy of the output plans, these works do demonstrate rapid improvement. This is an intriguing
development in planning research, especially as a way to bypass the computationally expensive
combinatorial search process when possible.

C Sample Prompts

C.1 LLM only Setting for Unsolvability

Prompt Template:

"given the following problem and domain files:" + domain_content + "," +
problem_content + "Come up with most reasonable set of additions that you
can make to the initial state that will make it solvable. I want you to only
list the predicates to be added to the initial states without any
explanation or additional sentences in the beginning."

Example values:

domain_content:
(define (domain domaingotocity)
(:requirements :typing)
(:types city - object)
(:predicates

(at ?x - city)
(has_taxi ?x ?y - city)
(has_bus ?x ?y - city)
(neighboring ?x ?y - city)

)
(:action use_taxi

:parameters (?from ?to - city)
:precondition (and

(at ?from)
(has_taxi ?from ?to)

)
:effect (and

(not (at ?from))
(at ?to))

)
(:action use_bus

:parameters (?from ?to - city)
:precondition (and

(at ?from)
(has_bus ?from ?to)

)
:effect (and

(not (at ?from))
(at ?to))

)
)
problem_content:
(define (problem problemgotocity)
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(:domain domaingotocity)
(:objects city_a - city
city_b - city city_c - city city_d - city
city_e - city city_f - city city_j - city
city_l - city city_o - city city_r - city
city_s - city city_t - city city_v - city
city_x - city)
(:init
(at city_a)
(has_bus city_a city_b)
(has_bus city_a city_d)
(has_bus city_d city_j)
(has_bus city_l city_v)
(has_bus city_t city_e)
(has_taxi city_e city_o)
(has_taxi city_e city_x)
(has_taxi city_f city_s)
(has_taxi city_r city_l)
(has_taxi city_s city_c)
(neighboring city_a city_b)
(neighboring city_a city_d)
(neighboring city_b city_c)
(neighboring city_d city_j)
(neighboring city_e city_o)
(neighboring city_e city_x)
(neighboring city_f city_s)
(neighboring city_l city_v)
(neighboring city_r city_l)
(neighboring city_s city_c)
(neighboring city_t city_e)
(neighboring city_t city_o))
(:goal (at city_c))
)

output:
(:init (at city_a)
(has_bus city_a city_b)
(has_bus city_a city_d)
(has_bus city_d city_j)
(has_bus city_l city_v)
(has_bus city_t city_e)
(has_taxi city_e city_o)
(has_taxi city_e city_x)
(has_taxi city_f city_s)
(has_taxi city_r city_l)
(has_taxi city_s city_c)
(neighboring city_a city_b)
(neighboring city_a city_d)
(neighboring city_b city_c)
(neighboring city_d city_j)
(neighboring city_e city_o)
(neighboring city_e city_x)
(neighboring city_f city_s)
(neighboring city_l city_v)
(neighboring city_r city_l)
(neighboring city_s city_c)
(neighboring city_t city_e)
(neighboring city_t city_o)
(at city_o)
(at city_x))
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C.2 LLM as Post Processor for Unsolvability

Prompt Template:

"Given the following problem, domain files, and options list:
- Problem: {uns_problem_string}
- Domain: {domain_string}
- Options: {option_list}
Pick the most reasonable option from the list that you can apply to the
initial state to make the problem solvable. Only provide the number of
the option selected and no other information (exclude even the term
option)."

Example values:

uns_problem_string:
(define (problem problemgotocity)

(:domain domaingotocity)
(:objects city_a - city
city_b - city city_c - city
city_d - city city_e - city
city_f - city city_j - city
city_l - city city_o - city
city_r - city city_s - city
city_t - city city_v - city
city_x - city)
(:init (at city_a)
(has_bus city_a city_b)
(has_bus city_a city_d)
(has_bus city_d city_j)
(has_bus city_l city_v)
(has_bus city_t city_e)
(has_taxi city_e city_o)
(has_taxi city_e city_x)
(has_taxi city_f city_s)
(has_taxi city_r city_l)
(has_taxi city_s city_c)
(neighboring city_a city_b)
(neighboring city_a city_d)
(neighboring city_b city_c)
(neighboring city_d city_j)
(neighboring city_e city_o)
(neighboring city_e city_x)
(neighboring city_f city_s)
(neighboring city_l city_v)
(neighboring city_r city_l)
(neighboring city_s city_c)
(neighboring city_t city_e)
(neighboring city_t city_o))
(:goal (at city_c))

)
domain_string:
(define (domain domaingotocity)

(:requirements :typing)
(:types city)
(:predicates (at ?x - city)
(has_bus ?x - city ?y - city)
(has_taxi ?x - city ?y - city)
(neighboring ?x - city
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?y - city))
(:action use_bus

:parameters
(?from - city ?to - city )
:precondition
(and (at ?from)
(has_bus ?from ?to))
:effect
(and (not (at ?from))
(at ?to))

)
(:action use_taxi

:parameters
(?from - city ?to - city )
:precondition (and (at ?from)
(has_taxi ?from ?to))
:effect (and (not (at ?from))
(at ?to))

)
)

options:

["Option 1: {’has_taxi city_a city_c’}",
"Option 2: {’has_taxi city_b city_c’}",
"Option 3: {’has_bus city_d city_c’}",
"Option 4: {’has_taxi city_a city_s’}",
"Option 5: {’has_bus city_a city_s’}",
"Option 6: {’has_bus city_b city_c’}",
"Option 7: {’has_taxi city_b city_s’}",
"Option 8: {’has_taxi city_d city_s’}",
"Option 9: {’has_bus city_b city_f’}",
"Option 10: {’at city_s’}",
"Option 11: {’has_bus city_a city_c’}",
"Option 12: {’has_bus city_a city_f’}",
"Option 13: {’has_taxi city_j city_s’}",
"Option 14: {’has_bus city_j city_f’}",
"Option 15: {’has_bus city_d city_f’}",
"Option 16: {’has_taxi city_d city_c’}",
"Option 17: {’has_taxi city_j city_f’}",
"Option 18: {’at city_f’}",
"Option 19: {’has_bus city_d city_s’}",
"Option 20: {’has_bus city_j city_s’}"]

output:
4
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C.3 LLM as Pre Processor Setting for Unsolvability

Prompt Template:

prompt = f"Given the following problem and domain file:
Problem:{uns_problem_string} Domain:\n {domain_string}
Come up with a list of twenty predicates that are currently
missing from the initial state. Order the predicates in such
a way that the predicates in the top correspond to changes that
are most reasonable to make (the predicate will added to the
existing initial state). Only list the initial state predicate,
one predicate in a line, and provide no other information.
Do not include any number in the list and do not include any
text before the list."

Example values:

uns_problem_string:
(define (problem problem_barman)
(:domain barman)
(:objects cocktail_a - cocktail
ingredient_a - ingredient
ingredient_b - ingredient
shaker_a - shaker shot_a - shot)
(:init (cocktail-part1 c
ocktail_a ingredient_a)
(cocktail-part2 cocktail_a ingredient_b)
(contains shaker_a ingredient_a)
(contains shaker_a ingredient_b)
(empty shot_a) (unshaked shaker_a))
(:goal (contains shot_a cocktail_a))
)

domain_string:
(define (domain barman)

(:requirements :strips :typing)
(:types
beverage container - object
ingredient cocktail - beverage
shot shaker - container
)
(:predicates
(empty ?c - container)
(contains ?c - container ?b - beverage)
(clean ?c - container)
(unshaked ?s - shaker)
(shaked ?s - shaker)
(cocktail-part1 ?a - cocktail ?b - ingredient)
(cocktail-part2 ?a - cocktail ?b - ingredient)
)

(:action shake
:parameters (?b - cocktail ?d1 ?d2 - ingredient ?s - shaker)
:precondition (and
(contains ?s ?d1)
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(contains ?s ?d2)
(unshaked ?s))
:effect (and
(not (unshaked ?s))
(not (contains ?s ?d1))
(not (contains ?s ?d2))
(shaked ?s)
(cocktail-part1 ?b ?d1)
(cocktail-part2 ?b ?d1)
(contains ?s ?b))
)

(:action pour-shaker-to-shot
:parameters (?b - cocktail ?d - shot ?s - shaker ?d1 ?d2 - ingredient)
:precondition (and
(shaked ?s)
(empty ?d)
(clean ?d)
(contains ?s ?b)
(cocktail-part1 ?b ?d1)
(cocktail-part2 ?b ?d2)
)
:effect (and
(not (clean ?d))
(not (empty ?d))
(contains ?d ?b)
))
)
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C.4 LLM only Setting for Executability

Prompt Template:

"given the following problem and domain and plan files:" + domain_content + ","
+ problem_content + ","+ plan_content + "," + "Come up with most reasonable set
of additions that you can make to the initial state that will make the plan
executable. I want you to only list the predicates to be added to the initial
states without any explanation or additional sentences in the beginning."

Example values:

domain_content:
(define (domain cleaning)
(:requirements :typing)
(:types room door -object)
(:predicates

(connects ?x - room ?y - room ?z - door)
(is_open ?x - door)
(at ?x - room)
(is_dirty ?x - room)
(is_unlocked ?x - door)
(neighboring ?x ?y - room)
(is_clean ?x - room)

)
(:action open_door

:parameters (
?x - door
)
:precondition (and

(is_unlocked ?x)
)
:effect (and

(is_open ?x)
)

)
(:action go

:parameters (
?from - room
?to - room
?x - door
)
:precondition (and

(at ?from)
(connects ?from ?to ?x)
(is_open ?x)
(neighboring ?from ?to)

)
:effect (and

(at ?to)
(not(at ?from))

)
)
(:action clean

:parameters (
?x - room
)
:precondition (and
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(at ?x)
(is_dirty ?x)

)
:effect (and

(is_clean ?x)
)

)
)

problem_content:
(define (problem problem_cleaning_robot)

(:domain cleaning)
(:objects door_a - door door_b - door door_c - door door_d - door
room_a - room room_b - room room_c - room room_d - room room_e - room
room_f - room room_g - room room_h - room)
(:init (at room_a) (connects room_a room_a door_b)
(connects room_a room_b door_a) (connects room_a room_c door_d)
(connects room_a room_d door_c) (is_dirty room_b)
(neighboring room_a room_b) (neighboring room_a room_h)
(neighboring room_c room_d) (neighboring room_d room_g)
(neighboring room_f room_a) (neighboring room_f room_d)
(neighboring room_h room_e))
(:goal (is_clean room_b))

)
plan_content:
(open_door door_a )
(go room_a room_b door_a )
(clean room_b )
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C.5 LLM as Post Processor for Executability

Prompt Template:

"Given the following problem, domain files, and options list:
- Problem: {uns_problem_string}
- Domain: {domain_string}
- Options: {option_list}

Pick the most reasonable option from the list that you can apply to the initial
state to make the following plan executable.
- Plan: {original_plan}
Only provide the number of the option selected and no other information
(exclude even the term option)."

Example values:

uns_problem_string:
(define (problem problemgotocity)

(:domain domaingotocity)
(:objects city_a - city city_b - city city_c - city city_d - city
city_e - city city_f - city city_g - city city_h - city city_i - city
city_j - city)

(:init (at city_a) (has_bus city_a city_b) (has_bus city_a city_f)
(has_bus city_a city_i) (has_bus city_a city_j)
(has_bus city_h city_g) (has_bus city_j city_f) (has_taxi city_c city_d)
(has_taxi city_c city_e) (has_taxi city_d city_e)
(has_taxi city_g city_f) (has_taxi city_h city_a)
(has_taxi city_j city_a) (neighboring city_a city_b)
(neighboring city_a city_f) (neighboring city_a city_i)
(neighboring city_a city_j) (neighboring city_b city_c)
(neighboring city_c city_d) (neighboring city_c city_e)
(neighboring city_d city_e) (neighboring city_f city_c)
(neighboring city_g city_f) (neighboring city_h city_a)
(neighboring city_h city_g) (neighboring city_j city_a)
(neighboring city_j city_f))
(:goal (at city_e))

)

domain_string:
(define (domain domaingotocity)

(:requirements :typing)
(:types city - object)
(:predicates

(at ?x - city)
(has_taxi ?x ?y - city)
(has_bus ?x ?y - city)
(neighboring ?x ?y - city)

)

(:action use_taxi
:parameters (?from ?to - city)
:precondition (and

(at ?from)
(has_taxi ?from ?to)

)
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:effect (and
(not (at ?from))
(at ?to)

)
)

(:action use_bus
:parameters (?from ?to - city)
:precondition (and

(at ?from)
(has_bus ?from ?to)

)
:effect (and

(not (at ?from))
(at ?to)

)
)

)

option_list:
[’Option 1: (has_bus city_b city_c)’,
’Option 2: (has_bus city_b city_c) (has_bus city_c city_d)’,
’Option 3: (has_bus city_b city_c) (has_bus city_b city_i)’,
’Option 4: (has_bus city_b city_c) (has_bus city_g city_d)’,
’Option 5: (has_bus city_g city_i) (has_bus city_b city_c)’,
’Option 6: (has_bus city_b city_c) (has_bus city_h city_c)’,
’Option 7: (has_taxi city_e city_d) (has_bus city_b city_c)’,
’Option 8: (has_bus city_b city_c) (has_taxi city_f city_j)’,
’Option 9: (has_taxi city_h city_i) (has_bus city_b city_c)’,
’Option 10: (has_bus city_b city_c) (neighboring city_b city_i)’,
’Option 11: (has_bus city_b city_c) (neighboring city_c city_b)’,
’Option 12: (has_bus city_b city_c) (has_bus city_c city_f)’,
’Option 13: (has_bus city_d city_d) (has_bus city_b city_c)’,
’Option 14: (has_bus city_b city_c) (has_bus city_e city_g)’,
’Option 15: (has_bus city_b city_c) (has_bus city_f city_a)’,
’Option 16: (has_bus city_b city_c) (has_bus city_f city_h)’,
’Option 17: (has_bus city_b city_c) (has_bus city_g city_e)’,
’Option 18: (has_bus city_b city_c) (has_bus city_j city_c)’,
’Option 19: (has_bus city_j city_i) (has_bus city_b city_c)’,
’Option 20: (has_bus city_b city_c) (has_taxi city_a city_b)’]

original_plan:
(use_bus city_a city_b)
(use_bus city_b city_c)
(use_taxi city_c city_e)
; cost = 3 (unit cost)
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C.6 LLM as Pre Processor Setting for Executability

Prompt Template:

prompt = f"Given the following problem, domain, and plan file:
Problem: {uns_problem_string}
Domain: {domain_string}
Plan: {solv_init_plan_string}
Come up with a list of twenty predicates that are currently missing from the initial state
to make the plan executable. Order the predicates in such a way that the predicates in
the top correspond to changes that are most reasonable to make (the predicate will added
to the existing initial state). Only list the initial state predicate, one predicate in a
line, and provide no other information. Do not include any number in the list and do
not include any text before the list."

Example values:

uns_problem_string:
(define (problem problem_barman)
(:domain barman)
(:objects cocktail_a - cocktail
ingredient_a - ingredient
ingredient_b - ingredient
shaker_a - shaker shot_a - shot)
(:init (cocktail-part1 c
ocktail_a ingredient_a)
(cocktail-part2 cocktail_a ingredient_b)
(contains shaker_a ingredient_a)
(contains shaker_a ingredient_b)
(empty shot_a) (unshaked shaker_a))
(:goal (contains shot_a cocktail_a))
)

domain_string:
(define (domain barman)

(:requirements :strips :typing)
(:types
beverage container - object
ingredient cocktail - beverage
shot shaker - container
)
(:predicates
(empty ?c - container)
(contains ?c - container ?b - beverage)
(clean ?c - container)
(unshaked ?s - shaker)
(shaked ?s - shaker)
(cocktail-part1 ?a - cocktail ?b - ingredient)
(cocktail-part2 ?a - cocktail ?b - ingredient)
)

(:action shake
:parameters (?b - cocktail ?d1 ?d2 - ingredient ?s - shaker)
:precondition (and
(contains ?s ?d1)
(contains ?s ?d2)
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(unshaked ?s))
:effect (and
(not (unshaked ?s))
(not (contains ?s ?d1))
(not (contains ?s ?d2))
(shaked ?s)
(cocktail-part1 ?b ?d1)
(cocktail-part2 ?b ?d1)
(contains ?s ?b))
)

(:action pour-shaker-to-shot
:parameters (?b - cocktail ?d - shot ?s - shaker ?d1 ?d2 - ingredient)
:precondition (and
(shaked ?s)
(empty ?d)
(clean ?d)
(contains ?s ?b)
(cocktail-part1 ?b ?d1)
(cocktail-part2 ?b ?d2)
)
:effect (and
(not (clean ?d))
(not (empty ?d))
(contains ?d ?b)
))

)

solv_init_plan_string:
(shake cocktail_a ingredient_a ingredient_b shaker_a)
(pour-shaker-to-shot cocktail_a shot_a shaker_a ingredient_a ingredient_a)
; cost = 2 (unit cost)
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